Shooting The Eastern High Sierra Fall Color
Mountain High Workshops
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By Bill Wight, Owner and Staff Instructor
I often see photographs of trees covered in the colorful leaves of autumn and that is pretty much all there is to those
photographs--colored trees. After you've seen a few images like that, you will probably move on to other photographs. I
have many images of aspen and oak trees dressed in beautiful fall colors that I've shot in California, Utah and Colorado.
However, very few of those images are good enough to put on public display. Why, because they are just images of
colorful trees, essentially snapshots, a record of my trips. What we hope to do in our Fall Color workshop is show you how
to put the colorful fall trees into an overall composition that adds to your collection of 'significant images'. By significant, I
mean in the sense Ansel Adams used the term--an image that is worthy of displaying to an audience that produces in the
viewer a sense of wonder and admiration.
To illustrate my point, study my Parker Lake Driftwood image above. I took this photograph in the Eastern High Sierra the
first week of October several years ago. It is a fall color photograph, however, it is much more than just trees covered in
yellow leaves. What I did was to compose this photograph with the foreground driftwood is a design element that adds
interest and a 3-D perspective. The middle-ground of the image contains the fall color design element, the colorful trees
and shrubs and their inverted reflection on the surface of the lake. The background contains the beautiful mountains and
sky. I used the U-shaped valley to add another design element--pleasing curves. Another design element is the geometric
shapes at both sides of the image, the slopes of the mountains and their reflections. In post-processing, I used a manual
HDR technique to darken the sky and clouds and boosted the overall color saturation and contrast a bit and made the left
and right sides of the scene a bit darker. This gives the central part of the scene more attention. What is not shown in the
finished image is the patience it took to capture it in the field. The clouds were moving fast across the sky above the lake
and mountains. I would get a hint of some great lighting on the valley beyond the lake and then all was in cloud shadow
again. After standing in this spot for over an hour, the light finally came through a gap in the clouds and began to spotlight
the valley. I started to take photos and moved along the lake shore to create several different designs. I was rewarded for
my patience with a series of what I consider significant images. One of the most important things we hope you come
away from this workshop with is to learn to have patience and persistence in getting that significant image.

For another example, take a look at my Parker Canyon fall color image above captured the same morning as my Parker
Lake image. The sky was dramatic with the remnants of the storm that passed through the June Lake area the night
before. The sun was shining intermittently through gaps in the clouds and the aspen trees were just covered in bright
yellow and orange leaves. But I did not just shoot the colorful trees. I used the aspens as a design element in my overall
composition. They are like 'supporting actors' in my composition. I use them as a layer, an important layer but just one of
several. There is also a layer of buff-colored grasses and shrubs in the foreground. Above the fall color layer is one of deep
green pines and firs. Next comes a layer of dramatic mountains and then a sky and cloud layer of the background. The
mountains also provide several dramatic diagonal lines. So this image offers the viewer a rich combination of design
features. I had one Flickr visitor comment, "I could look at this image for hours." He told me he envisioned himself walking
in this canyon, continuing to see what was around the next bend. This is what you want to instill in the people who come
upon your images, whether on a photo sharing site like Flickr, your own web site, that you share with your camera club,
enter in a contest, or as a print in your gallery show.
Here is another example of the incorporation
of the yellow aspens in a well-designed
landscape photograph.
Steve Sieren used the aspens as a design
element mixed in with the large granite
boulders and stream. His Point Of Interest (POI)
is the central boulder, outlined by the trees.
Now you are asking, "What does it take to
create a significant photograph that has the fall
colors as a design element?" It takes a solid
knowledge of the concepts of advanced
landscape image design and it takes skill in
post-processing to bring out the "Wow-Factor"
that lies hidden within the raw image. It also
takes a lot of practice. These are the things we
will help you with during our workshop. My
Field Note Cards document has a summary of the advanced composition techniques that we will demonstrate in the field
and in our classroom sessions we will show you step-by-step how we take a raw image and create a masterpiece.
What follows are some tips and techniques that you can use while shooting in the field during the fall color season.
The right filter for fall color:
The only filters I normally use for my landscape work (in fall or any other season) are a Circular Polarizer (CP) and a set of
neutral density (ND) filters or my Singh-Ray Vari-ND filter. I find that I can use Photoshop and special-effects plug-ins to do
what others do with a bag of filters. This is my personal preference. Other photographers, including MHW instructors,
Kevin McNeal and Jeff Sullivan, use a variety of filters in their landscape photography work. They often use graduated or
split ND and color-enhancing filters. We will demonstrate some of these during the workshop field shooting sessions and
also how to simulate filters in Photoshop CS4/CS5 and with the NIK Color Efex Pro 3.0 software.

I suggest that when you finish this article that you follow this link to Kevin McNeal's great article on the use of filters for
shooting fall color.
http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/gear/accessories/the-right-filters-for-fall-color.html

It's all about the light:
What are we photographing when we go out for fall colors? We are looking for light conditions that will give us the very
best illumination of the fall-colored trees and leaves and the other design elements we wish to incorporate into our
photographs. Going back to photography class basics, we can break landscape lighting down into three basic types: frontlight; side-light; and back-light. We will see and use all three types as we photograph the fall colors in the Sierra. Each type
of lighting will give us much different imaging possibilities. A grove of beautiful aspens can look very drab in the front-light
of mid-day, but that same grove can become magic with the back-light of an early morning or late afternoon. In addition
to the three basic types of light, the light can be said to have 'quality'. We can shoot under bright sunlight, overcast skies,
broken-cloudy skies, or in shadow, as well as in fog, mist, rain and snowy conditions. Sometime we will arrive at our photo
field site and find the quality of our light to be poor. It might be a cloud-free clear hazy day and nothing we see is of much
interest to photograph on a large scale. Each of these situations presents different challenges to and opportunities for the
landscape photographer during the autumn season.
Front-lighting (the sunlight comes over your shoulder or from above) will generally produce scenes that look flatter or
have less 'depth'. So to create a perception of depth, we need to use our design tool of a foreground object. Fall colors
will be best in late morning and early afternoon with front-light. Shadows will be less pronounced and contrast will be
lower overall than in other lighting conditions. When the sun rises and we are shooting toward the west and the Sierra
Crest, we will have front-lighting. If we are shooting toward the north or south, parallel with the Sierra Crest, we will have
side-light. So depending on our orientation in space, we can change front-lighting into:
Side-lighting (the sunlight comes from your left or right) will create a sense of depth or 3-D in your image. There will be
pronounced shadows and a higher contrast overall. Depending on the quality of the side-light, the fall colors can be
intense. In side-light, your CP filter will work best to darken the blue of the sky and to enhance the colors of the leaves. At
sunrise or sunset, if we are shooting toward the north or south, we will have side-light. During the early morning or late
afternoon we can shoot in a different direction and turn side-lighting into:
Backlighting (the sunlight comes from behind the subject) is where you will see the sunlight shine through the fall-colored
leaves trees. You need to watch for lens flare (unwanted spots of light that bounces between the elements of your lens)
and a hot spot from the sun itself (when you capture the sun directly in your image it can blow out all the image
information in the area around the sun). When the sun is low in the sky we can try to capture a sun flare. Stop your lens
down as far as it will go, f-22 or smaller (smaller diaphragm hole, larger number). Now line up the sun with some feature
of your scene, like a mountain peak, a tree, a branch or leaf so it shows over groove, gap or an edge. Take an exposure
series. If you are skillful and lucky, you can capture a sun flare with rays shooting out from the image of the sun in your
photograph.
As serious landscape photographers we can find great scenes to capture in all lighting and weather conditions. We just
have to learn how to deal with all the possibilities that nature can present to us.
White Balance:
When I am out shooting in any season, fall colors included, I just leave my White Balance (WB) adjustment set on Daylight
or Bright Sun. I find that I can make any needed adjustments to WB in post-processing. When you are adjusting your
camera's WB frequently, it is just another variable to forget. You may discover that when you came out of the shady
forest with your camera WB set to Shade and you go into the bright sunlight that you forgot to make the adjustment back
to Sunlight. You may be under a cloud cover and set your WB to Cloudy and then forget to set it back when in full sunlight
as the clouds move away. Some photographers advise setting WB to automatic or adjusting the actual temperature of the
lighting conditions. I don't do that. The only time I adjust WB is when I'm shooting indoors. Remember, when we shoot in
RAW format, the camera does not actually make a WB adjustment to the image data that it writes to your memory card.
What your camera does is to record what the WB setting was when you took the photograph. In post-processing, a
program like Adobe Camera Raw or Lightroom will apply the camera WB setting found in the RAW image parameters to
the processed image. The actual data in the RAW image does not have a White Balance correction. When you shoot all
day long with the WB set to Sunlight when you open the images in Adobe Camera Raw of Lightroom, you can easily adjust
the WB to any value you like. When you shoot in JPEG mode, your camera will adjust the image color balance to the WB
setting your have selected and save the image to your memory card. The original data your camera's sensor recorded is

destroyed when the JPEG image is saved. Some of your MHW instructors set their camera to record in both RAW and
JPEG.
Shooting for HDR:
Capturing the fall colors is one of the most challenging times to shoot in the High Sierra (shooting in snow is another).
Throughout the day the light is changing from hour to hour (sometimes minute to minute) and the color range and tonal
values in the scenes are so wide, that it is nearly impossible to get the correct exposure with a single shot. So we
recommend that you shoot for HDR. We set our cameras to shoot an exposure series. Even if we do not take our images
into an HDR software program like Photomatix Pro, we will have a set of exposure ranges for each scene to work with. We
suggest that you shoot an exposure series of seven shots of each scene, one EV between shots. An EV is one f-stop or
shutter speed adjustment. We let the camera's computer determine the average exposure, and then shoot
-3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3 exposures. If your camera does not have that range of bracketing, then you must shoot the
exposure series manually. We always shoot our landscape exposure series in aperture priority ("Av" on a Canon and "A"
on a Nikon) and adjust the shutter speed for our exposure series. We will demonstrate how to do this on your camera in
the field. We then check our camera display and histogram to see if we have the correct exposure series and make any
adjustments needed. If your camera's display can show the color histogram, we suggest you also check that to see if the
color channels recorded in your sensor are correct. James Neeley and Kevin McNeal usually shoot a 9-exposure series.
Doing this will give you the highest possible dynamic range when you post-process your images in the Photomatix Pro
program.
Time of day:
The time of day will have the biggest impact on our fall color photography.
Sunrise:
The light we landscape photographers like the most is that of the Golden Hours of sunrise and sunset. However, I have
found that these two times of the day are not really the best when trying to capture the fall colors. The trees and leaves
need more light on them than is available during the sunrise or sunset times. This is not to say that we don't go out in the
fall for sunrise and sunset shoots in the High Sierra, but it means that the fall colors will not be as prominent in our
photographs during those times. What I recommend is that you shoot all sunrise and sunset images for HDR. For the
Eastern High Sierra, in the Lone Pine to Bridgeport section, most of the aspen trees will be on eastern-facing slopes and in
deep canyons. You will generally be shooting toward the west. So during the sunrise, the aspens will most likely be in the
shadow of the peaks to the east or will be below the horizon sun line. When we want to use the colored trees as a
foreground or middle-ground design elements with the alpenglow on the Sierra peaks, we can capture the needed light
on the trees with our seven-exposure HDR series. As the sun line creeps lower, then we will begin to have direct low-angle
front-light on the trees. We will now we will find that our fall colors begin to 'pop'. There will also be locations where we
are shooting to the south or north and we will have great side-light once the sun is up. Our most hoped-for situation will
be shooting a sunrise with a broken cloud cover to the west and cloud-free hazy skies to the east for that early morning
color. This will maximize the possibility of capturing the alpenglow on the east-facing Sierra Crest with the fall-colored
aspens in the middle-ground. We can also get ourselves into a position when the rising sun will provide back-lighting and
we can capture the sun shining through the colored trees and leaves.
Depending on our location, we may find terrain where as we shoot the rising sun, the shadow line of the mountains
slowly moves over a groves of aspens, illuminating them in sunlight. Capturing the transition line from shadow to light can
give us opportunities for some very spectacular images.
Early morning:
As the sun rises higher in the east, we will get stronger front-light and side-light on the trees and they will become even
brighter. For me, this is the best time of day to shoot and capture the fall colors. I can move around and get front-lighting,
side-lighting and back-lighting. Because the morning atmosphere is usually a bit cleaner than the afternoon, the colors will
be pure, strong and vibrant. I still use an exposure series as this will give me the most data to work with in postprocessing. This is the time for the most dramatic 'wide open spaces' shots. I like to find an interesting foreground object
and combine the colorful trees with the dramatic background of the dark green conifers and the Sierra peaks. If we have
broken cloud cover, be on the lookout for spectacular scenes where the aspens are in bright sunlight and background
hills, mountains, or green conifers are in shadow.

Mid-day light:
Some expert photographers say to not bother shooting the colored aspens in the harsh and flat mid-day light. I disagree.
Sure, the 'wide open spaces' shots are not the best in this light, but this is when we venture into the forest and look for
possibilities on a smaller scale. More on this below.
Late afternoon:
Like the early morning, the late afternoon can give us fantastic lighting conditions for the aspens and the fall colors. If we
are in a position to be shooting toward the west, we will now find that the aspens back-lighted. Again, our shooting
position will determine our lighting conditions.
Sunset:
There will be no sunset alpenglow on the east-facing sides of the Sierra peaks as they will be back-lit. It is possible to get
sunset alpenglow on some north and south-facing peaks. What we will find is that as the sun sinks lower in the sky, our
aspens and other fall-colored trees and shrubs will become less illuminated and the colors will fade. As we shoot the
sunset, we will shoot a seven stop exposure series. This will give us the opportunity in post-processing to lighten up our
back-lighted foregrounds. We hope for broken clouds to the west and great color in the sky. We can capture our sunsets
with the Sierra peaks in silhouette or we can use our exposure series to get detail in the east-facing slopes and peaks. We
can also turn our cameras facing east and find alpenglow on the eastern clouds or if we have cloud-free skies, we might
be able to capture the sunset sky glow. We will have opportunities like this if when we shoot a sunset at Mono Lake. As
we are shooting our sunrises and sunsets, keep your head on a swivel and look at all compass points to see what is
happening around you.
The Weather and skies:
The weather will also affect our lighting, as we may be photographing under the dreaded 'Clear or Hazy Blue Skies', or
under beautiful puffy cumulus clouds, or dramatic storm clouds, or complete overcast, or rainy or snowy or foggy
conditions. Each condition will affect how the fall colors look and photograph.
Clear-blue skies:
When the skies are free of clouds, we get the most direct lighting on the trees and leaves but our skies will not be very
interesting. What we can do in this situation is to minimize the sky in our design and include more of the foreground and
middle-ground design elements.
Hazy-blue skies:
When the atmosphere is hazy, from dust, smog or smoke, it is best to forget the 'wide-open-spaces' shots and go into the
aspen and pine and fir forest and look for smaller-scale things to photograph. More below. Wildfires in the Sierra and the
Central Valley to the west can fill the air with a smoky haze and degrade our daytime photography but can provide
spectacular sunset colors.
Isolated clouds:
When there are a few clouds in our skies, we can incorporate them into our design. We generally make the sky one-third
of our composition. If we are lucky, we will have this kind of sky at sunrise and sunset.
Broken clouds:
When we have a sky that is mostly covered with clouds we can hope for some 'spot-lighting' to occur on the scene. The
ideal situation is when there are upper winds and the clouds are moving across our area. This is when patience and
persistence pay off as we wait for just the right moment when the sun shines through a hole in the cloud cover and lights
up a single or a small group of colorful trees against a darker background. Situations like this can provide you with the
opportunity to create a really significant image.

Overcast skies:
In the image below we see the fall colors on a slope under overcast skies captured by Philippe Sainte-Laudy. The colors
are more subdued than those captured with direct light, but still beautiful.
Some fall color experts say that when it is overcast and gray
you get vibrant colors that 'pop'. That is not my experience. I
find that I capture the most vibrant and saturated fall colors in
the mornings and afternoons in direct sunlight with clear skies.
In gray conditions, there is a much different overall lighting
situation. The light is diffused, or as we say 'non-directional'.
This light will produce subjects with no or minimal shadows.
Your colors will be more subtle and subdued and may be in soft
pastel shades. There is much less overall contract in the scene.
Under overcast skies, try to design your shot with little or no
sky, as it will usually be an uninteresting-gray. This is not to say
that you cannot get significant images under overcast skies,
you certainly can.

If we get some snow:
I have been in the Eastern Sierra in early October several times when we had a snow storm. If this happens during our
workshop, we will very fortunate and this will provide us with the very best opportunities for making significant images.
With an early fall storm there can be snow on the mountains, trees and the ground. This will be a wonderland of fall color
and snow. Snow in the scene will give us more design elements to use as we compose our photographs. In snowy
conditions, it is even more important that we use an exposure series and check our displays to see if we have enough
detail in the highlights. What we need to do is to end up with is a finished image that has detail in the snow areas. We
don't want the snowy area highlights to be blown completely white.
Steve Sieren captured this scene after a light snowfall with the colorful aspens. In
this image, Steve moved to a position where the trees and leaves were back-lighted
and he captured a sun flare. The shadows of the trees are coming toward the viewer
and make great leading lines. Notice how Steve retained detail in the snow, both in
the shaded and sunlit area. See how he placed the sun peaking through the trees on
a Rule of Thirds Power-point.
After a storm passes, you may find the sky filled with fast-moving broken clouds that
can provide some truly spectacular lighting conditions.
Our field shooting locations:
There are two ways we can see and photograph the fall color in the Eastern High
Sierra. We can move slowly from place to place and spend a lot of time 'working'
each grove of aspens. Some workshops practice a 'siege program' where they move
from place to place as quickly as they can and cover the maximum amount of
territory, like from Lone Pine to Yosemite in three days. For instruction, I prefer the
former approach. Your instructors will be scouting for the fall colors the week
before the workshop. In general, we will begin the 5-day workshop week in the
southern areas, in Bishop Creek and at North and South Lakes. Shooting here on a weekday will lighten the crowds at this
very popular fall color area. We will work our way north as the week progresses. If we find the fall color is at its peak in
the Bridgeport area north of Mammoth Lakes, then we will begin our field shooting there and work our way south.
What to shoot:
We will take you to a variety of locales in the Eastern High Sierra where we can photograph the fall color against alpine
lakes, jagged mountain ridges, on gentle slopes and in close-in valleys. We will show you how to capture wide-open vistas
and how to include a foreground object; mid-range shots where we teach you how to isolate a single tree or a small

grove. There are a number of easy-to-reach streams where we show you how to create photographs with the 'silky water'
effect. For optional hikes, we can take the 3-mile round-trip hike to Parker Lake; an easy hike to the second lake in the
Virginia Lakes chain and a higher altitude hike (10,500 ft ASL) in the Little Lakes Valley at the end of Rock Creek. All of
these can offer spectacular fall color in a High Sierra setting. What we will most likely find is that we have many more
great shooting locations than we can cover during our workshop. We also will visit Mono Lake for at least one sunset and
one sunrise. In the south, we have a great spot for a spectacular sunrise setting along the beautiful S-curves of the Owens
River.
Move in Close:
Getting in closer will reveal an entire world of intimate color, patterns and texture possibilities. As you move into and
through a stand of colorful trees, look for individual trees, groups of white aspen trunks and fallen leaves. The leaves may
be on the ground, on rocks or on water.
Left. An isolated tree in
full fall color by Kevin
McNeal.
By moving into the
forest or grove of fallcolored trees, we can
find a tree and try to
isolate it from its
neighbors. Include other
design elements in your
design. Here Kevin used
the background brighter
greens and fallen leaves
in the foreground. He
chose to center the
colorful tree. This works here. You can also try a different
placement of the single tree in your design--in the upper,
lower, left or right sections. Just remember that you are
creating more than a record a single colorful tree. You are
trying to design a significant image around that tree. To do
that you will need to incorporate other design elements.

If you are near flowing or
standing water, can you
find some colored leaves
for your design? They can
be in the water, on top of
or hanging onto a rock or
branch. This photographer
found a single red leaf
hung-up on a projection in
a stream. He got in close,
with his camera on a
tripod, and did a longer
exposure (1/2 second
perhaps) so the flowing
water took on a silky look.
Here the red leaf became
the POI but the photographer used several other design
elements in his composition. Notice how he placed the
leaf--not centered side-to-side but centered up and down.
Look at the beautiful curved waves above the leaf. See how
the lower right lobe of the leaf is pointing in the direction
of the water flow. Here the use of a CP filter would have
diminished the impact as it would have made the water
more transparent. Try shooting scenes like this with and
without a CP filter.

Frosted Color. Here is a very simple composition showing fallen maple
leaves touched with the morning frost. Notice how the photographer
used the lower yellow leaf as her POI and how she placed it on a Rule
of Thirds "Power Point." She also achieved a very sharp focus to give
very crisp detail. The compositions you can find in the groves of aspens
are only limited by your ability to 'see' and your imagination. Just
remember as you photograph fallen leaves, apply the composition
guidelines to make your close-up more than just a snapshot. You can
use selective focus where you get your POI in sharp focus and leave
other parts in soft focus. If we are out on an early frosty morning, use
the ice you find on the leaves as a design element. If we happen to
have some snow, use that to your advantage.

You will be surprised how many significant images you can create that
are not of sweeping displays of fall color, but are found in the little
details in the forest. Look for fallen leaves on the soil, on sand or on
rocks. In this image, Jose used a back-lit decaying leaf on a very
interesting piece of wood. He used a dark bokeh background. When
you are in a forest and see leaves on the ground. There is nothing
wrong with 'styling' your image. Moving, removing or adding an item
to make a better composition is something you should do if needed to
make the very best image possible.

Optical Extraction:

Make use of the photographic technique called 'Optical Extraction'. What do I
mean by that? You are in front of a fall color scene that is spread out. You've
shot the overall scene, the 'Big Picture,' using all of the design tools you've
learned. Or you are inside the forest with trees all around you. Now, try using
your telephoto zoom lens, like a 70-200mm or 70-300mm. Look into the
viewfinder and scan for something you can extract from the overall scene. An
individual tree; the white bark of an aspen; tree trunks that make an
interesting pattern; groupings of colored leaves or branches. These can all
make interesting photographic subjects. Your goal is to extract some smallscale detail from a much larger or distant scene. Can you find colored leaves
back-lit against a darker background?
In the image to the left, the photographer extracted this beautiful leaf
grouping from the overall forest scene. Notice how he used selective focus, a technique called bokeh (a Japanese word,
pronounced by Americans two ways: like "bok eh" or "bow kay") to put his background into a medley of soft blues, greens
and round out-of-focus spots. Notice the placement or cropping of the POI. See how he placed the leaves on a diagonal?
This could have been natural or he may have tilted his camera to one side or he may have rotated the image it in
Photoshop. Try and avoid horizontal or vertical lines in this situation. Diagonal lines are often more pleasing to the viewer.
Include man-made objects:
When you see a road lined with colorful trees, include it in your design. If you can find a road with a gentle curve or one
that leads to some other element, so much the better. Straight roads are less interesting than curved ones.

A road and fall colored trees. Design your image so the road curves or leads into the scene and not out of it. When you
incorporate a road into your design and it leads out to the left or right borders, we say that it is 'leading out' of the frame.
When you design your image with 'leading out' roads or fences, the viewer's eye and attention-point also lead out of the
frame and on to another image. So try and find roads that lead into your frame and keep your viewer's attention on our
image as long as possible.

Fall reflections:
When you can find the autumn trees and a body of water together, you have the recipe for a great creation. You have
several choices in how you design a photograph with reflections and fall color. One is to not feature the fall color, but let
it play a support role as demonstrated in the two images below.
Jeff Sullivan used the fall colors as a design
element in these two images. On the far
left, an early-morning image of the
reflections of the mountain and trees in
North Lake. Jeff used the submerged rocks
as foreground objects to give the
photograph a great 3-D perspective. The
fall colored vegetation gives his image great
impact and interest but does not dominate
the composition.
The image on the near left shows how you
can incorporate the fall colors as a minor
design element in your composition. At
sunrise and sunset, like Jeff's photograph of
Lundy Lake, the fall colors are not in direct
light, but are very subdued. Here, Jeff's
major design element is the colorful sunset
sky and the reflection on the lake surface.

You can also make the fall color reflection the central Point Of Interest of your design, as Kevin McNeal did in the image
below. Kevin's image is all fall color--the trees above the water line and the reflection of the trees below.
Kevin split the image at the water line, which is a situation
where the Rule of Thirds can be 'violated'. Notice how he
placed the very red tree at the shore line on a Rule of Thirds
Power Line (divide the image into nine boxes and the lines
are called Power Lines). What makes a significant image
different from a ordinary one are a series of subtle effects
and design criteria. When Kevin arrives at a scene like this,
he looks the scene over and in his head he tries to 'see' the
finished image. He then frames the image in his viewfinder.
It is this extra effort that sets the master photographer apart
of the rest. Notice how the surface of the lake has texture in
the form of ripples. When shooting reflections on lakes, you
like to see some texture like this as it adds interest to your
image.
Capturing flowing water:
While shooting the fall color, one of the very best situations is to combine the colored leaves and trees with flowing
water. There are several sites in the Eastern Sierra we will visit where we can do this. The impact of this combination can
be enhanced if you apply the 'silky water' technique. The use of neutral density filters in this situation is a necessity.
Depending on the natural lighting conditions you may need as high as an 8-stop ND filter. You can also combine ND filters.
But watch for vignetting (the stacked filters causing dark corners in your image). Taking silky water photographs is where
the Singh-Ray Vari-ND filter shines. This filter will allow you to control the density by rotating the two filter components.
The downside is the Singh-Ray Vari-ND filters are very expensive (around $400). Your instructors will have these filters
and they will let you try them before you decide to buy one.

Here Kevin combined the beautiful fall colors (maples in this case) with the
flowing water of a stream. To capture a scene like this you must use a
tripod and ND filters. You must use the lowest ISO setting on your camera
and shoot at the smallest aperture--f-22 or smaller. You need a shutter
speed of at least 1/2 second to get the silky water effect. The longer the
exposure, like 4 to 6 seconds, will intensify the effect. The use of ND filters
is a necessity. You can use any lens for this type of shot, a wide-angle to
capture the overall scene or you can use a medium telephoto to zoom in on
a smaller part of the scene, as Kevin did here. Notice how he placed the
little spill of water over the lower rock. As Kevin moved along this stream,
he was looking for not only good fall color design elements but features in
the stream as well. The rocks and flowing water here provide many
wonderful curves and shapes. It is important when shooting a scene like
this that you find something that you can make into your POI. A scene
without a strong POI will generally not be an image that is of interest to
your viewers.
If we come across a stream and fall color, take in the scene visually. In your
mind, review the composition guidelines. Can you find leading lines, curves,
diagonals, textures, layers, in the scene to use in your design? Can you
zoom in on a small feature? Also, remember to shoot in both the horizontal
and vertical camera orientations. As you move along a stream, keep a
lookout for any swirling pools that have leaves floating on the surface. You
can make a interesting design by freezing some parts of the scene and letting the moving leaves blur with a longer
exposure.
Shutter speed settings:
There may at times be a slight breeze when we are in the field. This will set the aspen leaves moving (they are not called
Quaking Aspens for nothing). You have a choice of freezing their motion or allowing the motion to blur a bit. To stop their
motion, you need a shutter speed of at least 1/250th of a second. You want to adjust your camera's ISO setting to have
that shutter speed at f-8 or f-11, generally the 'sweet-spot' of your lens. To capture a bit of motion, a shutter speed of
around 1/30 or slower will usually do the trick. You may need to use a ND filter in this situation. Here is where we digital
photographers have it over the film shooters. We can look at our displays and see what we captured. Zoom the display
and check if the leaves in your shot are as sharp if you wanted or how much motion you captured if you want them
blurred.
Use a natural frame:
A framing design element is a technique where you use something in the scene to create a border completely or partially
around you Point of Interest. A framing element can be a tree, parts of a tree, a rock, an arch, or just about anything. The
framing element directs your viewer's attention to the main
design elements of your composition.
In this image, Jeff Sullivan used the yellow aspens to create a
frame around a mountain peak (in Colorado's Maroon Bells,
not in the Sierras). Your framing element does not have to go
all the way around the image, but can be on one, two, three
or all four sides.

Be a change-artist:
Don't get stuck on just shooting from 'eye-level'. This is the most 'natural' position for us to shoot from, but try to change
your Point-of-View during the day and at each field shooting location. You can get up on something and shoot downward
for a bird's eye view. You can get lower and include a 'looming foreground object'. Shoot both horizontal and vertical
orientation compositions. Change between the 'wide-Open-Spaces' shots and tighter, detailed, close-in ones. Don't forget
the macro possibilities.
The fall-colored trees can also make some dramatic altered
perspective photographs. Lie down prone on the ground and
compose from this perspective. Or lie on your back and shoot
straight up in a grove of aspens with a super-wide angle lens
as Jeff did in the image to the left. Be sure and check out the
ground first as it's not much fun to lie down in a patch of wet
leaves. This kind of perspective will work with any sky
condition, clear to overcast. In fact, a cloud-filled sky detracts.

Be creative:
Remember, you are not a photo-journalist who is required to do his or her best to capture the natural scene as close to
'reality' as possible. You are a landscape photography artist and as such are free to create an image that is not natural or
enhances what you see in the scene. You are free to add a colored filter (or use Photoshop) to give the overall scene a
selected color or mood. You can enhance the saturation and contrast. You can use the Photoshop Clone Tool to remove
something from the scene that detracts for the composition (like a beer can in a lake).
Also, don't expect your raw of jpeg images out of the camera to give the brilliant and saturated colors you see in the field
or in professional photographs in magazines or on web sites. You will have to use post-processing to bring out the colors
and make your images pop.
Extraction and back-light. Here Steve Sieren captured
bunches of bright yellow aspen leaves back-lighted by the
late afternoon sun. He used a medium telephoto lens and
selected these aspen trunks and leaf bunches to create an
interesting design.
When you try to design such an image, remember to put
the major design elements, here the bright leaves and white
tree trunks, in a pleasing position within the frame,
hopefully on the Rule of Thirds Power Points or Power Lines.
Remember, as you shoot in the field with the MHW
instructors, ask lots of questions and observe how they setup for their shots. Ask your instructor to help you frame a
composition with your camera and describe what he is
doing. Ask to look in your instructor's viewfinder as he
composes his shots.
I hope this articles helps you maximize your potential during
our Fall Color workshop.

